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NEW NUCLEAR TECHNOLOGIES

The potential of nuclear energy for sustainable development is based on its competitivity,
environmental friendliness and sustainability of natural resources. The improvements to be achieved
relate to cleanliness (by reducing the production of long lived radioactive waste), safety
demonstration and sobriety which contributes to minimise the consumption of natural resources. The
current level of competitivity, which is fairly good, has to be maintained. The required improvements
benefit from a high efficiency and a simpler architecture of industrial systems ; they imply the
recycling of nuclear materials and a high efficiency of nuclear combustion. The latter requires a
hardened spectrum using fast neutrons, which makes the nuclear core "omnivorous" as for
transuranics. The studies must take into account reactor design, nuclear fuel and fuel cycle.
Diverse coolants (water, gas, liquid metals) are considered, with solid fuel (pins, particles) and
reprocessing by hydrometallurgical or pyrochemical processes, as well as liquid fuel reactors. Several
ways of combining options look promising. The required time before industrial implementation is highly
variable. A nuclear fleet can include diversified, specialised components and new applications
(hydrogen production) can be envisaged. The R&D programme will rely on the development of
simulation power and will imply a strong international cooperation.
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1 - Motivations and specifications for future fission-based nuclear systems

1.1 - Advantages and requirements.

Nuclear energy has unique advantages as to sustainable development, in terms of competitivity,
respect of the environment and saving of natural resources. In order to reach its full potential and to
become more easily acceptable, it must make progress in the following areas :

• Cleanliness, by reducing the production of long-lived radioactive wastes ;
• Safety characteristics and demonstration ;
• Sobriety, by minimizing the consumption of natural resources, uranium and thorium ;

The current level of competitiveness, which is fairly good, must be maintained ; capital cost and
construction time have to be minimized.

1.2 -Specifications

The requirements mentioned above entail research on the mastery of the following abilities :
• The recycling of nuclear materials, a pre-requisite to obtain significant progress in cleanliness

and sobriety ;
• A high thermo-dynamic efficiency and an increased architectural simplicity ; these qualities,

when combined, improve the global efficiency of the system, reduce its impact on the
environment and increase its competitivity. One example in the energy area, is provided by
the gas turbines which gave the fossil fuel power plants a decisive gain in efficiency and
competitivity. The high temperatures and direct gas cycles, as proposed in the modern
designs of gas-cooled High Temperature Reactors (HTR) are considered one of the solutions
in this domain. The fast neutron reactors cooled by liquid metals are also high efficiency
providers. Moreover, high temperatures open to nuclear energy new fields of applications (e.g.
hydrogen production).

• High efficiency "nuclear combustion". This inherent quality gives this system an " omnivorous "
quality versus transuranics. It assumes the use of a hardened neutron spectrum taking
advantage of the fast neutron potential. The required spectrum differs greatly from the
conditions now accessible in present reactor systems (Light Water Reactors : LWR) and in
new systems such as HTRs with thermal or epithermal spectra. The use of fast neutrons
allows the use of fertile and fissile nuclei to be optimized and, in correlation, the reduction of
the production of long-lived radio-toxic final waste, essentially transuranics, if nuclear
materials are multi-recycled.

2 - Efforts and schedule.

A hard or fast neutron spectrum implies reducing the fraction of light nuclei in the core (from the fuel,
the structures and the coolant) and resisting the damages induced by fast flux irradiation, without
loosing other qualities. It is a technological challenge.

The progress to be made in order to integrate the control of the neutron spectrum to that of the other
properties is to be found in the area of fuel, core, technology (coolants, materials) and at the fuel cycle
back-end. This progress entails a large R&D program, even considering that the industrial
development of the sodium-cooled fast neutron reactors and the industrial mastery of the reprocessing
represent a valuable technological and experimental basis. The future fission nuclear systems -
including recycling, qualified with a high nuclear and thermal efficiency - will thus be introduced in the
nuclear fleet of reactors and fuel cycle plants with a time schedule longer that for advanced LWRs and
of HTRs. The possible industrial implementation could be expected by about 2030 - 2040.

3 - Constituents of Innovation

The solutions studied must integrate the nuclear fuel, the Nuclear Steam Supply System
(NSSS) and the fuel cycle. These items are developed hereafter, as well as the possible use of
thorium as a nuclear fuel.



3.1 - Fuel

Fuel is an essential factor of progress.

> From today and through stages :

• In the LWRs of the next generation, such as the EPR (European Pressurized Reactor). The gains
concern the burn-up of uranium oxide fuel (UOX) and uranium-plutonium mixed oxide (MOX), as
well as the use of fuels optimized in plutonium management, e.g. the APA type (" Advanced
Plutonium Assembly ", with plutonium in a fertile free matrix, Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 : Innovative annular pellets with various matrices for an Advanced Plutonium Subassembly
APA.

• For the modular, direct cycle HTR concept. The particle fuel (Fig. 2) is the basis of the
performances, in terms of burn-up, safety and thermodynamic efficiency (high temperatures and
clean fuel in direct cycle with a chemically inert coolant) ; it provides attractive plutonium
consumption possibilities.

Typical outer diameter 0.5 mm
Fuel or absorber internal kernel
Carbide buffer 100 jim thick
Hardening protection layers SiC, 35 jam thick

Fig. 2 : Typical HTR fuel particle.

• For the nuclear systems of the future which will be mentioned below.

> The reguirements

Fuel must meet the common specifications required by competitivity and safety and is an essential
element of progress. These specifications are :

• high burn-ups and feasibility of economical reprocessing ;
• high temperatures without degradation of the first barrier, in normal or accidental operating

modes ;
• a refractory nature which guarantees resistance to core melting and compaction ;
• the ability to reach high specific power and to efficiently remove the energy produced.

> The approach



The research on these attributes implies a large technological R&D program and a sharing of design
elements between the innovative technologies for different concepts. These elements are based on an
optimized design on three levels that would contribute to strongly decouple the issues (e.g. : AM
behaviour) :

• a microstructure, to which the first barrier is sometimes integrated ;
• the material and the geometry of a matrix ;
• the fuel element structures ensuring the integration and the compatibility with the coolant

driven boundary conditions.

Furthermore, the selection of fuel and structural materials is defined by a set of specifications
combining their thermo-mechanical properties, resistance to irradiation, etc. Finally, research on a
chemically and neutronically inert coolant is aimed at reducing the constraints on the fuel and on
structural materials.

> The requirements for transmutation

Some specific requirements of future reactors and of transmutation cores are to be added to these
common criteria :

• From core side : the ability of hardening the spectrum to the level required by the
transmutation or iso-generation objectives. For transmutation, this level of hardening is
defined by the convergence on three parameters describing the hardening of the spectrum,
the core reactivity and the isotopic composition, at equilibrium, of the transuranic mixture with
which it has been loaded. The level to be reached could accommodate the presence within
the core of a significant amount of light nuclei and requires a sufficient concentration of
transuranics, in oxide form for example.

• From fuel side : the ability to load the fuel with transuranics in fertile free matrices, to fabricate
and reprocess it economically all the while guaranteeing a high, competitive burn-up level.

> The role of simulation; irradiation tools

The development and qualification of the fuel must increasingly be based on simulation. The fast
neutron irradiation tools with high flux levels are key resources for the development of advanced
technologies and will have to be planned and used within the framework of European and even
worldwide programs.

3.2 - Technology

The fission NSSS technology problems are defined by the choice of the fuel-coolant couple.

For the thermal or epithermal spectra, the advanced water reactors, evolutionary descendants of
present LWRs, benefit from the progress in fuel, materials (vessel, structures) and sometimes from
innovative system designs. They are the result of an experienced and adaptable mainstream
technology. The limits of their inherent qualities are the thermo-dynamic efficiency and the hardening
of the spectrum. The neutron balance can be adjusted and completed for the multi-recycling of
plutonium and the bum-up of some minor actinides by the adaptation of 235U enrichment and the use
of advanced fuels optimizing transuranics burn-up and minimizing their regeneration, such as in the
APA concept. A first reduction level of the radio toxicity of the long-lived wastes by a factor of about
ten can thus be reached with this technology.

Moreover, the helium-cooled HTRs in direct cycle (without steam generator) have the potential to be
efficient plutonium burners and have a thermo-dynamic efficiency and architectural simplicity which
are advantageous. In order to go well beyond the performances attainable in LWRs and HTRs, the
spectrum must be much harder.

The choice of coolants compatibles with a fast spectrum and of solid fuels remains to be made. Two
categories must be studied :

• coolants which are the mainstream of industrial technology : water and gas in their innovative
versions, of which the transposition to NSSSs must be evaluated ;

• coolants with specific advantages for NSSSs, but requiring development, essentially made by
the nuclear industry with limited synergies with other industries. These coolants generally
show characteristics which have often led them to be excluded from the selection of non-
nuclear industries because of their chemical or thermo-mechanical aggressivity, their toxicity,



their density, etc. The best of these coolants are liquid metals : sodium (with a large industrial
development and the ongoing efforts in several countries, of which Japan and Russia) ; lead
or eutectic lead-bismuth in Europe and throughout the world, with Russia having developed
operational experience and planning further R&D.

In the category of advanced versions of industrial coolants, supercritical water or steam are possible
candidates. They would lead to achieve progress in a proven, mainstream nuclear technology (i.e.
LWRs), by integrating the complementary specifications of the future : increased efficiency and
hardened spectrum. However, even when supercritical water is used in fossil fuel electric plants, the
transposition of this technology to the nuclear industry raises corrosion, safety-design and operating
problems. These subjects are under study and should lead to an evaluation and to a detailed
motivation assessment. As for steam, this leads to an attractive but rather stiff concept.

The gases considered since the beginning of gas-cooled breeder studies are CO2 and helium. CO2 is
corrosive. Helium is chemically inert, transparent to neutrons and optically transparent. It looks as the
ideal coolant in order to promote the advantages of advanced fuels, e.g. particle fuels which can be
derived from " HTR " concepts or from more generic research on micro structured fuels (Fig. 3). As a
clean and inert coolant, helium is compatible with a direct operating mode on a gas turbine, since it
does not propagate by itself any chemical nor thermo-mechanical aggression, neither on the fuel nor
on the turbine. The problems linked to helium are essentially :

• that of the hypothetical depressurization accident,
• that of leakage,
• that of maintaining the " cleanliness " of the coolant.

Fig. 3 : Sharing helium coolant technologies between advanced reactor concepts : experimental
accelerator driven system and gas cooled fast reactor.

The first of these problems is at the heart of the integrated " safety-design " analysis of future reactors.
Passive solutions have been adopted for concepts such as the GT-MHR or the PBMR (Pebble Bed
Modular Reactor). These are based on limited volume power density and unit power. An alternative
solution with higher specific power level would be the subject of R&D : the aim being to explore the
ways towards reaching, within the framework of defense in depth, the practical exclusion of severe
damage to the core. A strong safety demonstration is needed to easily convince by its simplicity and
by the inherent qualities of its lines of defense. This progress in the safety approach, essential to the
concept mentioned, should also be applicable to other systems, through methodological progress (e.g.
the Lines Of Defense method), innovation in the fields of materials and of safety systems. Gas-cooled
advanced reactors using innovative fuels with fast spectrum and reprocessing capabilities could reach



industrial implementation into the second stage of renewal of the current reactor fleet, along with
advanced water reactors (EPRs, ABWRs : Advanced Boiling Water Reactor, etc.) and possibly HTRs.
They would announce the "reactor of the future" of which they have the characteristics. They could
take on a function of transuranics recycling, then evolve towards iso-generation, which they could also
attain.

In the category of more specifically nuclear coolants, liquid metals are first represented by sodium
with its enormous experience feedback. Progress can be made to overcome the residual problems
inherent in this coolant, essentially related to its chemical reactivity and maintenance difficulties.
Advanced oxide, nitride and metal fuels are under study. Lead is also under study, particularly in
Russia, whereas the lead-bismuth eutectic, which allows lower primary temperatures without
reducing the very corrosion problems, is a possibility often considered on the international level for
hybrid systems. However, lead and -lead-bismuth raise additional difficulties coming from their density,
toxicity and the effluents produced under irradiation. Compared to sodium, their main advantage is
their lower chemical reactivity.

Today, there is no reference to a single coolant for future systems. A set of evaluation criteria is
under definition in order to pertinently and compieteiy compare the various concepts and orient R&D
as soon as possible towards advantageous and robust solutions.

3.3 - Molten salts systems

Beyond the classical solid fuel systems, the molten salts systems (Fig. 4) present a high level of
process integration, combining within the same facility the NSSS and the reprocessing plant. This
integration can be approached in some solid fuel systems. The molten salts systems also have
neutronic and safety advantages. Conversely, in this concept, the first barrier made by the solid fuel
cladding disappears.

Fig. 4 : A molten salt reactor concept.

The molten salts reactor requires a basic R&D in chemistry, in material corrosion, as well as regular
evaluations of the technical-economical potential of the overall system. These evaluations will have to
include stepwise more precise definitions of its components and architecture, as soon as they are
made possible by the basic R&D progress. These studies must take into account the management of
effluents and the fuel cycle back end. It is only after this preliminary stage has been completed, and
which will probably last about ten years, that the development and validation of these systems could
be started if their potential is confirmed.

3.4 - Thorium fuel

The use of thorium as a basic nuclear material deserves examination, in its short term as well as long
term applications, and this in whatever technological system.



Thorium has neutronic advantages which can be viewed as complementary to those of uranium : more
particularly, associated to the fissile isotope which it produces through fertile capture, 233U, it makes up
a couple allowing (versus the uranium - plutonium couple) the achievement of different trade-offs in
terms of spectrum hardening and iso-generation ability. These qualities can be used in advanced
critical fission reactors. The motivation to use this element is thus that of extending natural resources,
a somewhat long term problem.

In other respects, the nuclear evolution chain of thorium under irradiation and decay produces very
few transuranics and leads to a significant reduction of the induced radio-toxicity over about 10,000
years, versus a uranium-plutonium cycle. However, at a longer term, the results are inverted. In
operation, very energetic gamma ray emitting nuclei contribute to making fuel cycle operations more
difficult. Some authors have suggested the use of thorium in the present LWRs so as to reduce the
regeneration of plutonium during recycling, as an alternative to the fertile free matrices of APA type.
233U would then be produced through fertile capture on the 232Th, instead of 239Pu originating from
238U. A complete study in terms of doses in operation and of the radio-toxicity induced over the
different time scales should be made in order to evaluate the potential of such options.

3.5 - Fuel cycle technology

Uranium enrichment and solid fuel reprocessing must keep improving in order to :
• contribute to the competitivity and efficiency gain of the system,
• offer innovative solutions for increased cleanliness and sobriety.

Uranium enrichment advanced technologies, by ultra-centrifugation or laser process, considerably
reduce the consumption of energy needed for the isotopic separation and contribute to increasing the
global energy efficiency of the nuclear systems. Ultra-centrifugatibn seems to benefit from an
advantage as a large scale industrial process for thermal and epithermal uranium dominated reactor
cycles. The laser processes, because of their selectivity, have an important asset for some of the back
end cycle operations necessary for recycling and for the optimized use of nuclear materials.

Recycling is the key to sobriety and to a drastic reduction of the radio-toxicity of final wastes. It
supposes that the innovative fuels be re pro cessa ble, which in turn influences their selection and leads
to improving existing processes (hydro-metallurgy) as well as to evaluating pyro-chemical type
processes. Hydro-metallurgical reprocessing is the reference for present UOX and MOX fuels.
Industrial progress allows cost reduction to be envisaged.

Transmutation or Conditioning
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Fig. 5 : Diagram of advanced partitioning processes.

Beyond this, the studies conducted on partitioning and transmutation (P&T) show the feasibility of
partitioning, if the latter is useful for conditioning or transmutation, with advanced schemes integrating
innovative complementary steps (Fig. 5 ).



Finally, the pyrochemical processes have a great potential, particularly for innovative fuels integrating
new materials or very high concentrations of transuranics, as in the case of transmutation dedicated
nuclear cores. The scale of operation of pyroprocessing plants would then be adapted to the reduced
fluxes of nuclear materials of a possible second stratum primarily dedicated to the minor actinides.

4 - Panoramic vision and hierarchical approach : putting the options in perspective

The diversity of promising options to be studied is an asset. This leads to a panoramic vision. Two
parameters will help to focus R&D in order to increase its efficiency : the study of different schemes of
diverse electronuclear and fuel cycle plants; the schedule of industrial implementation. This analysis
will be complemented by the study of impact scenarios taking into account the investment and
operation costs, the radioprotection issues, the R&D and licensing schedule and cost, etc.

4.1 - The comparative study of different systems, integrating dedicated components.

Starting from the simulation of cycle schemes and going further into the details of fuels, fuel cycle and
electronuclear plants design and evaluation, system studies are a key component of a R&D
program and of a strategy for selecting stepwise the best options for further industrial development.

The main functions of the system are the competitive and safe production of energy and the optimized
management of nuclear materials, dominated in the case of the uranium-plutonium cycle by the
management of plutonium together with the possible further reduction of long-lived radioactive waste
production through separation-transmutation aimed at reducing the burden to an underground
repository.

The possibilities considered range from the versatile reactor of the future, combining competitivity,
cleanliness and sobriety to the combination in the nuclear fleet of different components or strata using
auxiliary tools dedicated to waste burning. In a simplified version, three basic advanced schemes can
be considered. They are represented in Fig. 6 among other possible schemes :

• the reactor fleet would be made up of a single type of reactor meeting all the requirements of
competitivity, safety, cleanliness and in the long run sobriety. This is the reactor of the future ;
it would ensure the multi-recycling of transuranics, reduce the radio-toxicity of final waste by a
factor of 10 to 100 compared to the open once through cycle and would in the end attain iso-
generation.

• the reactor fleet would be made up of two components (two types of NSSSs and of fuel
" cycles ") able to ensure the competitive production of energy. Due to its hardened neutron
spectrum which gives it an inherent omnivorous characteristic, the second component would
be particularly devoted to optimizing transuranics burning. It could represent up to a third of
the overall power of the fleet.

• The nuclear fleet would be made of two parts (or strata) : the first one would be optimized for
the competitive production of energy and most of the plutonium burning. The second one
could operate as an auxiliary waste burner in which the fission burning of minor actinides
would be concentrated, possibly made easier by adding some plutonium. This is the so called
"double strata" concept in which mainly the hybrid systems or ADS (Accelerator Driven
Systems) are positioned. These are sub-critically operated fission reactors driven by a particle
accelerator. Their specific advantage would be to supply external neutrons which would offer a
sub-criticality margin to the fission reactor (generally in fast spectrum), when mainly loaded
with minor actinides, in order to compensate their low fraction of delayed neutrons. The
second stratum could represent 5% to 10% of the electronuclear fleet power.
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Fig. 6 : A few schemes on plutonium recycling and minor actinide transmutation integrating the use of
innovative nuclear systems (NSSS and fuel cycle).

FR = Fast Reactor; ADS = Accelerator Driven System; AFR = Advanced Fast Reactor of the future
TRU = TRansUranium; MA = Minor Actinides

4.2 - The industrial implementation schedule, which clearly differentiates the potential
candidates.

The time for development, technological validation and industrial prototyping of the different innovative
systems mentioned above is highly variable. It must be compared to the lifetimes of current
international power plants and their successors.

The next generation will probably be mainly made of advanced light water reactors, of EPR and
ABWR type, for example, making progress in the fields of safety and competitivity. A short term R&D
would allow such reactors to make progress by stages in the field of plutonium management and
cleanliness, essentially through the use of innovative fuels enhancing plutonium burning in thermal
spectrum and minimizing its regeneration. The technical-economic feasibility of the reprocessing of
these fuels must be ensured from the initial design stage.

The concepts of modern HTRs are probably able to ensure part of the renewal of the current power
plants on the international level, beyond 2020-2030, all the while opening new markets for the nuclear
industry, such as that of hydrogen production. The feasibility of reprocessing their present fuel or a
derived innovative fuel has to be envisaged now. With the present spectrum, the HTRs have proven to
be efficient plutonium burners. They have a high thermo-dynamic efficiency and their simplified
architecture (without steam generators), the gas turbine performances, give them valuable assets .

Beyond these, and based on advanced technologies applied in the nuclear and non-nuclear energy
fields, a generation of reactors adding to these assets a "high nuclear combustion efficiency",
ensuring increased cleanliness and sobriety thanks to the use of fast neutrons can be foreseen for
2040. This supposes that the development of a fuel with reduced light nuclei content and increased
transuranics concentration has been first demonstrated. This fuel must also be able to be reprocessed
under competitive conditions and to maintain the thermo-mechanical properties of the core which are
the main advantages of this technology in terms of performance and safety. If these conditions are
met, and the HTR technology is used to access a second stage in the reactor of the future, this
approach is probably one of the shortest ways (along with supercritical water and sodium fast
breeders) to reach an industrial implementation in 2030 - 2040.

Indeed, only the sodium-cooled fast breeder reactors benefit from a history of technological
mastery and industrial demonstration which allows them to respect the same goals of the schedule.
This system can take advantage of the generic research on fuels, the general advances in technology



and materials as well as those of system design, so as to solve some of the residual technical
difficulties to which it is still confronted. Other liquid metals require more basic development and
progressive qualification before they can result in an industrial system, which places them in a longer
term perspective (around 2050).

Finally, the ADS (whatever the fission technology with solid fuel used) and the molten salts
reactors could make their industrial appearance beyond 2050.

5 - R&D methods and tools

Nuclear R&D includes an essential technological development basis. In other respects, it must
make progress in terms of time and costs by using the present assets of innovative industries.

5.1 - simulation extended to different objects and processes.

Beyond the fields of traditional excellence of nuclear research simulation (neutronics, multi-phase
thermo-hydraulics, thermo-mechanics, and the coupling of these basic disciplines), the simulation of
irradiated materials and of the fuel will undergo spectacular and very efficient developments.
Simulation also intervenes through the study of scenarios, representing the role and impact of
innovative systems, through the optimization of complex industrial systems depending on the reliability
and safety analyses, and the optimization of chemical processes such as found in the cycle back end.
The simulation tools must have experimental facilities made available so as to make progress in their
qualification.

5.2 - the integrated safety-design approach for all nuclear installations.

Within the general defense in depth approach and with research towards the practical exclusion of
severe core damage and the improved simplicity of the safety demonstration, the ad-hoc safety-
design approach of innovative facilities must be adopted at the onset. It must include methods
coherent with the objectives mentioned above, such as the "lines of defense" method. Simulation
under its different aspects (physics, complex systems) is an essential tool for this approach.

5.3 - the duality, in other words the sharing of innovative technologies with other industrial
sectors.

This approach is common to all innovative industrial sectors, particularly those which, as in the nuclear
energy field, develop facilities which lead to small series, with long gestation and lifetimes. This is
why, for example, the use of gas turbines in direct cycle, which provided fossil fuel power plants with a
decisive competitivity gain, should be considered. The drawbacks and difficulties of transposition to
the nuclear field must be evaluated. In the example given, the inert and transparent to neutron nature
of the coolant considered (helium) is rather favorable, due to the synergy with an advanced, refractory
and divided fuel.

6 - Need for technological demonstrators and irradiation tools

The increasing power of simulation (whose qualification requires experimental facilities) and the
transposition of proven solutions from outside the field of nuclear energy, do not yet allow, within the
next twenty years, to work without the large technological demonstration equipment necessary at a
certain point in R&D and upstream from industrial prototyping. The main difficulties from which this
need originates are the non-linearity of the basic phenomena, the dynamic coupling of several classes
of phenomena, the effects of time and space scale "stacking" and interaction, and the complexity of
the systems.

Major experimental facilities are therefore still necessary at a certain point in R&D. This is the case
for:

• nuclear fuel and its qualification under irradiation in a representative environment,
• the technological demonstration of the NSSS (the case of ADS is particularly

representative),
• some fuel cycle processes.

It will be necessary by about 2010 - 2015, in Europe, to have new irradiation tools in dominant
fast spectrum (with thermal zones) with a high fast flux level, as well as a good availability, in order to
qualify innovative materials, fuels and structures. One approach under study is based on the concept



of a large facility gathering several communities working in nuclear sciences and nuclear energy
technologies around a high power, multi-purpose proton accelerator. Among these applications would
be a technological demonstrator for hybrid systems, with efficient irradiating capabilities, as well as an
irradiation tool using spallation neutrons.

7 - The international framework

All of these possible options and paths take part in an international feeling and movement to give a
new impetus to the nuclear energy with the perspective of contributing to a sustainable
development, which is a major stake throughout the world. The R&D program needed to reach the
objectives described above is important and will take years, even when optimizing and focusing
efforts.

The international dimension of these efforts is needed for defining common criteria, carrying out a
roadmap and performing the R&D. It is essential to the relevance and to the efficiency of the work
undertaken. The bilateral or multi-lateral relations and cooperation programs, the studies conducted
within the IAEA or the AEN of the OECD, the recent American initiative on " Generation IV " are all
very positive elements. The international dimension of the studies and programs is also proof of the
confidence, with the help of a modern R&D and the progress in technology, in making the nuclear tool
advance, in its current power producing functions and through new applications (hydrogen, for
example or desalination), towards an increased and sustainable contribution to satisfying the needs of
mankind.


